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ABSTRACT
This project deals with the fabrication of Hydraulic floor crane. The aim of this project work is to acquire
practical knowledge in the field of material handling equipment with the help of hydraulic principle. This
machine is very useful for lifting and transporting heavy jobs up to 3 kg for all types of jobs such as automobile
repairs and service shops of central workshops, production industries, material handling units etc. In material
handling, the cranes play a vital role in modern manufacturing industries. In our project we aim to fabricate a
hydraulic operated floor crane for handling various kinds of materials. The hydraulic floor crane consists of
truck, hydraulic cylinder, hydraulic tank, hydraulic hoses, DCV, beam and hooks. This portable crane uses a
hydraulic system to lift a heavy loads applying only small force. In this project we designed and produced a
portable crane which can lift a heavy load with a maximum capacity of 3 ton. The crane has two loaded side
bars to make the base and two links (i.e. Vertical column and b oom) connected each other by using pin joint.
The Vertical column is secured on the cross bar that is welded to the side bars making the base using bolt
connection.
Keywords:- Hydraulic, elements, cranes, portable, production industries, material, lifting, workshops,
manufacturing, automobile, etc.

1.INTRODUCTION
A crane is a type of machine, generally equipped with a hoist rope, wire ropes or chains, and sheaves, that can
be used both to lift and lower materials and to move them horizontally. It is mainly used for lifting heavy things
and transporting them to other places. It uses one or more simple machines to create mechanical advantage and
thus move loads beyond the normal capability of a human. Cranes are commonly employed in the transport
industry for the loading and unloading of freight, in the construction industry for the movement of materials and
in the manufacturing industry for the assembling of heavy equipment . In today world, hydraulic automation
system play a vital role, it is actually and arrangement of different elements in order to regulate, direct, sense
and command itself to achieve the desired result. In robotics system work can be carried out by mechanical ,
electrical ,electronics. Pneumatics and hydraulics control system different types of sensors and controls remote
in the development of variety of used different types of equipments according to requirements . The hydraulic
automation has many advantages. By considering all these factor we tray to make specially type hyd raulic crane
used for shifting of material from one place to another.

The aim of the project is to develop a semiautomatic portable hydraulic crane to avoid the manually effort. The
objective of this work is to decrease the time required in transfer of material from one place to another thus it
will be supportive for industrial sector.
The details of the objectives of the research project are listed as follows:-
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To design analytically the portable lifting machine lift slightly heavy objects that can’t be carried by
single worker
To minimize cost expenditure for fuel that is made for operating fork lift in transporting every
component in the production shop.
Specifically in bus production factory to minimizes wastage of time due to each station should wait for
a single crane for lifting.
To minimize risk of life and property.
To produce the working prototype of portable, moveable crane for the production shop
To determine the overall cost of the crane production.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
[1 ] Asmita Jadhav, Mayank Kachroo,IJRET: International Journal of Research in Engineering and
Technology eISSN 2319-1163 pISSN: 2321-7308 ,A REVIEW: FLOOR CRANES FOR INDUSTRIAL
USEIn day today Industrial practice material handling is a important phenomenon and can be defined as
handling, movement, storage and control of materials or equipments throughout the entire process of
manufacturing and in between the various process which are necessary to create a finish good. As a process
material handling incorporates a wide range of manual, semi-automated and automated tools and equipments.
[2] ] V Jose Ananth Vino ,International Journal of Scientific Research & Engineering Trends Volume 5,
Issue 3, May-Jun-2019, ISSN (Online): 2395-566X ,Design and Fabrication of Hydraulic and Mechanical
Crane Lift A Simple hydraulic mechanical Movable crane is necessary mobile equipment for lifting and moving
heavy loads used in small scale manufacturing and production industries. Due to the growing of small scale
industry based on the current policy of the Government, the demand of load lifting equipments has increased. To
deal with such a challenge, we have come up with the brilliant concept of designing a nd manufacturing a simple
and affordable mobile floor crane which we hope will solve the problem of lifting equipments and minimizing
manufacturing costs by reducing manpower.
[3] Amir Zavichi and Amir H. Behzadan Vol-3 Issue-3 2017 IJARIIE-ISSN(O)-2395-4396,“HYDRAULIC
CRANE” Cranes do play the most vital role in the manufacturing industries. In this project we aim to create a
machine that reduces man power that is additional. This hydraulic floor crane consists of Base truck, hydraulic
jack, wheels, hydraulic hoses, levers , direction control valve, horizonatal beam and hooks. There the beam is
placed vertical can also called as support arm. .is connected to the base plate and the hydraulic jack touching the
hook used to lift the heavy industrial load. The hydraulic jack is lifted or operated outward with the help of
reciprocating movement of lever connected to the hydraulic jack.
[4] ] Okolie Paul Chukwulozie, International Journal of Engineering and Advanced Technology (IJEAT)
ISSN: 2249 – 8958, Volume-3, Issue-2, December 2013 , Optimization in Design of Rotating Hydraulic Crane
The main aim of the project is the design, analysis and production of a hydraulic floor crane having arm motion
in the vertical as well as horizontal plane with 180 degree rotation. These hydraulic floor cranes provide an
efficient, low cost alternative to other material handling equipments. Strong, robust, sturdy and built to very
standard, these cranes are maneuverable in loading, unloading and shifting of heavy loa ds. Crane structure
consists of chassis, vertical column, horizontal arm, and the hydraulic pump with cylinder assembly.
3.METHODOLOGY
Design, fabrication and testing of hydraulic crane is intended to replace the local or traditional method of
lifting heavy load with hand with emphasis being laid on performance, safety and reliability. Also, hydraulic
crane is capable of carrying load up to 50kg at a time was developed using locally available materials. The
design of the hydraulic crane involved analysis of forces acting in various member of the crane structure,
analysis of the links mechanism, determination of pressure developed in the ac tuator at maximum load, material
selection and cost evaluation. Its fabrication details involved some workshop operations such as marking out,
cutting, machining, welding and surface treatment which was accomplished using locally available materials.
Manufacturing
The hydraulic crane which was manufacture has 7 part. They are base plate/Truck/Pallet, Vertical column,
Horizontal arm, Secondary horizontal arm, Hydraulic jack, Hook, Nut and bolt.Base plate are made of metal
rod. The roadsare cut according to dimension and they are welded using metal arc welding. Vertical column are
fitted so it can rotate 360°. The fixed horizontalarm is welded. And secondary horizontal arm was fixed with
hook. Hydraulic system are selected according to the power required and capacity of tank.
Machining process:
 Surface finishing
 Marking out
 Metal cutting
 Surface grinding
 Welding
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 Finishing
Hydraulic cylinders get their power from pressurized hydraulic fluid, which is typically oil. The hydraulic
cylinder consists of a cylinder barrel, in which a piston connected to a piston rod moves back and forth.The
barrel is closed on one end by the cylinder bottom (also called the cap) and the other end by the cylinder head
(also called the gland) where the piston rod comes out of the cylinder. The piston has sliding rings and seals.
The piston divides the inside of the cylinder into two chambers, the bottom chamber (cap end) and the piston
rod side chamber (rod end / head end). Flanges, trunnions, clevises, Lugs are common cylinder mounting
options.
COMPONENTS UTILIS ED IN PROJECT
BOTTLE JACK : A bottle jack is a hydraulic jack which resembles a bottle in shape, having a cylindrical
body and a neck, from which the hydraulic ram emerges. In a bottle jack the piston is vertical and directly
supports a bearing pad that contacts the object being lifted. With a single action piston the lift is somewhat less
than twice the collapsed height of the jack, making it suitable only for vehicles with a relatively high clearance.
For lifting structures such as houses the hydraulic interconnection of multiple vertical jacks through valves
enables the even distribution of forces while enabling close control of the lift. It work on pascals law.. Pascal’s
principle pressure applies in a confined fluid at rest is transmitted undiminished in all directions and act with
equal force on equal area at right angle to them.

2. LIFTING HOOK
A lifting hook is a device for grabbing and lifting loads by means of a device such as a hoist or crane.
A lifting hook is usually equipped with a safety latch to prevent the disengagement of the lifting wire
rope sling, chain or rope to which the load is attached.
A hook may have one or more built-in pulley sheaves as a block and tackle to multiply the lifting force.

3. RUNNER WHEEL : A wheel is a circular component that is intended to rotate on an axle bearing. The
wheel is one of the main components of the wheel and axle which is one of the six simple machines. Wheels, in
conjunction with axles, allow heavy objects to be moved easily facilitating movement or transportation while
supporting a load, or performing labor in machines. Wheels are also used for other purposes, such as a ship's
wheel, steering wheel, potter's wheel and flywheel

4.APPLICATIONS
Used for load lifting, carrying and shifting operations in small, medium and large industries like,
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1. Foundry
2. Welding workshops
3. Automobile workshops
4. Construction sites, etc.,






5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this paper we found that Hydraulic Floor crane mechanism is capable of lifting load. We analyse that
design and fabrication was a great success both in terms of strength and stiffness.
Of this lifting operation by using portable and moveable crane which is not being use before, we have
identified that there is the need for using portable crane to lift up objects these are beyond the capacity
and difficult of human power. Thus this paper provides the design of each part of portable crane. And
the design analysis for each part is checked that it is safe accordingly the size of each parts of the crane .
We accurately achieved our first goal of lifting the load and 360° rotary motion of the vertical column .
Functional hydraulic floor crane mechanism which is capable of lifting load up to 2 tonne .
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